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&/ 
By Federal Government 
The U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare an- 
nounced on February second that Eastern Kentucky State College 
would receive $4,886 for the college's National Defense' Student Loan 
Fund .for use prior to July 1, 1959. The actual cash is expected within 
three weeks. 
next few. weeks. The College 
The amount to be allocated to needs to know the approximate 
the College is slightly less than needs of students for next year 
one-third of the amount requested in order to submit a strong request 
by the College for the current to the Federal officials for next 
semester. year. 
The total amount available to Forms can be obtained from the 
students is 16,429, because the Col- Personnel Office, Room 9, Admin- 
lege must contribute one-ninth of istration Building. 
the   amount   contributed   by   the —'■ r—  
VOTING FOR MILE - 
STONE ELECTIONS for 
Miss Eastern, Miss Popu- 
larity, arid Mr. Popularity 
will be held in the Recrea- 
tion Room of SUB on Mon- 
day and Tuesday, February 
23, 24,* from 8 a. m. until 
5 p. m. It will be necessary 
to show your ID card in 
order to vote. Be sure to 
vote for these representa- 
tives of our school. 
Co-Editors Of Progress For 
1959-60 To Be Elected 
The following people were selected by a nominating committee 
to run for the office of Co-editor" of the Eastern Progress for the 
year   of   1959-60.   . 
The election will be student wide and voting will be in the 
grille on February 19th and 20th. 
Associate  member  of  the  little 
Miss Wingo 
Retires 
Federal Government. The Col- 
lege's portion for the current se- 
mester is (543- 
Forty-seven applications have 
been received and processed in the 
Student Personnel Office. Loans 
have been authorized for 84 stu- 
dents.   ■ Requests    from    students 
'Tt is with sincere personal re- 
G#    .        -^ »   . gret that I give up Mies Wingo 
irlc G^P^ NgW after the many years I have been 
associated with her. The highest 
tribute I can pay is to her rare, 
indefinable qualities of being a 
true friend," said Dean Emma Y. 
Assist. Dean 
Mrs.   Charlotte   Newell   Shock- ^ ahe of th<j retire. 
amounted to $i«,000.    If the Col-  iey   a graduate  of Eastern,  ha* _ EunW Wburo   As- 
students could have been met. Mias   Euiuce   wingo,   who   is   re-   which occurred at the close of the 
Word received from Washington- tiring. first semester, 
today indicates that an additional A native of Maysville, Ken- Miss Wingo has served Eastern 
amount of approximately *7,ooo tuckv Mrg shockley received her many years in a most efficient 
can   be   allocated   to   Eastern B. S   in commerce.    While a stu-   manner.    She came to Eastern In 
Congress -acts favorably, upon _a dent at jgaat-m^ g^ waB a mem- lfe^-as assistant to.the late Miss 
■pecia| supplemental appropria-. ber of cw«^ oollegiate Pentacle, Main L. Roberts, Dean of Women 
tfon now being considered.        ^      .."=»«»•?»»■■"*■:• J*5k W& Pi Omega Pi*at th*f tint* «■«* continued ia that 
. Students who C--M.II6 ~. *»—.-*-      A  fftwn***  His?-•'"polarity  ai»J "capacity when Mrs. Caie succeed^ 
1959-60 «hool year are -urged-to   .IWho.a ^HQ Among Students in Miss Roberts in 1932. 
file   their  applications   during  the   College8   „,,   Universities",   Mrs.       <We ^Bh tor MiaB Wing0 many 
Shockley was secretary to the years 0f happiness at her lovely 
Dean of Women when she wa»- a home m Greenway with her charm- 
student on the campus, and fol- ing gjater, Miss Germania Wingo, 
lowing her graduation, she re- wno retired last year," concluded 
mained as secretary for two years. MT„ CaMi expressing the senti- 
0 Mrs. Shockley began her duties menta of the multitude of young 
February 1. She will reside in WOmen who have known the Wingo 
Burnam   Hall.     Her   seven-year- aj8ters 
KTffwS^tor toe remainder elation, the young women of Bur- 
nam  Hall   presented   Miss   Wingo 
Sandy Wilhoite, a commerce 
major who hails from Erlanger, 
Kentucky is a sophomore at East- 
ern. Sandy, a very active girt is 
Vice President of Cwens, Secre- 
tary of the Burnam House Coun- 
cil, a member; of B. S. U., the 
Y. W. C. A., and is serving on the 
news staff of the Progress. Sandy 
says "If I were elected Editor, I 
would try to see that our Eastern 
Progress expressed the views and 
interests  of  the student" 
Jean Patterson, a 20 year old 
junior from Horse Cave, Kentucky 
is an iPngHah major. Her activities 
include B. S. U., Canterbury Club, 
Treasurer of the Little Theater 
Club, Kappa Delta Pi, Progress 
staff, Vice President of Burnam 
House Council, Big Sisters, Y. W. 
C. A., and a member of Cwens 
when she was a sophomore. Jean 
was editor of her high school 
paper and also editor of her year 
book.   Jean  says, "I  feel  highly 
Theater Club,. and is Vice-moder- 
ator of Westminster Fellowship. 
Bailey feels that "It would be 
with the utmost in pleasure that, 
being duly elected, t should serve 
as Co-editor of the student publi- 
cation of Eastern. I feel sure that 
we shall be able to present a 
publication which will consistent- 
ly and accurately reflect (he 
thoughts of the Eastern student 
body, a publication tempered] only 
by the scruples of common cour- 
tesy, a vital product of fine ed- 
ucation." 
Miles McGrath, a BeUevueSo- 
cial Science major ifi ~*" -U'sjisfsT 
from a college In San Francisco. 
Mike, at present is the Co-author 
of "The Spice of Life" column 
and a college photographer. He 
comments that, "I would like to 
see Max Shulman's syndicated 
column in the Progress since most 
college papers Carry it. I would 
also like a, "Letter to the- Editor" 
honored to,, have been chosen to section, Also I would like to see 
run for'Qo-edltpr of the Eastern mqre English majors, on the Prog- 
Progress, ^gardlejjsftoi uH("<gttt-' teas statr and-j*w»*vi jrfjt-. *-" •*--• 
come of the election, I !u>p»..Qu*t   crease"-tits'- ^Pj^. "-   x.     *■ •■■ 
The Periodical Room is 
the basement of the Li- 
brary will be open on Sat- 
urday afternoons until 4:00 
p. nt. This is effective as 
of Saturday, Feb. 14,1959; 
it was announced by Mr. 
Allen, Librarian. * the school year. 
we (then entire student body) will 
work together to make our news- 
paper, the best college paper in 
the • country." 
Martha Bullard, a junior ele- 
mentary education major from 
Louisville comments that "If elect- 
ed Co-editor of the Progress, I 
will do my best to make your 
'school paper one to be proud of." 
Martha is Co Vice President of 
Wesley Foundation, was Treasur- 
er of Cwens her sophomore year, 
Is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, 
S. K. E. A., and the "Y." 
Bailey Pearson, a Richmond, 
Kentucky, boy with a double ma- 
jor In English and Latin is a 
member of the Canterbury Club, 
MARRIAGE 
CONFERENCE 
The second series of the 
Marriage Conference Lec- 
tures will be held in the 
Little Theater, Monday 
evening, February 16, from 
7:00-8:30. This series, 
sponsored by the Collegiate 
honorary), will feature Dr. 
J. W. Gladden, professor 
of Sociology and Marriage 
Counselor of the University 
of    Kentucky, 
a lovely gift with best wishes for 
the future. 
Both sisters have made a con- 
tribution to Eastern that long 
will be remembered by the thous- 
ands who have passed their way. 
Debate Team In 
Debate Tourney 
• 
Eastern's Debate Team will 
journey to Lafayette. Indiana, this 
week-end, February 13-15, to take 
part in the' Purdue University 
Novice Debate Tournament. Mem- 
bers of the debate team are: Joe 
Graybeal, Commerce major from 
Somerset; Margaret Pope, Com- 
merce major from London; Johnny 
Coy, pre-law student from Rich- 
mond; and Jean Patterson, Eng- 
lish major from Horse Cave. 
Some fifty schools from seven 
different states will take part in 
the tournament. Kentucky schools, 
other than Eastern, participating 
will be Asbury College, Kentucky 
State College, University of Louis- 
ville, Bellarmine College, and the 
University of Kentucky. 
Sponsox-pf    Eastern's  "debate 
team te MrW^FlctoT Venettozzi who 
-wili-accompany  the  team  to La- 
fayette and serve as a tournament 
judge.   Also chaperoning the team 
will be Mrs Inez Livingston, direc-  Butch Neeld and Bob Burke congratulate each other at the end of toe 
-tor    of   the    home    management Ping-Pong Tournament Butch won the Men's Singles and Bob B*rke< 
Th« Debate Team of Margaret Pope, Jean Patterson, John Coy, and   house. and-Glenn Fields^^e Men's Bcubles.   Glenn was unavailable for 
Joe Graybeal go to Purdue this weekend; re- 
I 
I 
I < 
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I ;< Behind the 
Podium 
The Spice of Life 
Larry Knarr and Mike McGrapp 
Have you ever sat at a basketball game wondering why some- 
one doesn't come up with a new set of cheers? Well, frankly, neither 
have we. But one time it came to us in ,a dream. (We were in 
geography class at the time).  We would ntrw lira iff to be known 
Eastern Kentucky State College 
Richmond, Kentucky , 
Another   semester   has   passed. 
Business Manager   Barry Pidcock Grades have brought satisfaction, 
TTwitur*   FVKtnr Darlene   Gravett surprise, and sadness. These grades   to the world that no student at Eastern has an I. Q. of less than 145. 
X    , « "  Mnxin*   Watts aPe representative of  a teacher*   Here  is  the  Way   that  true  intellectuals  should  express themselves 
Staff   Typist      J"*" e   " evaluation of a student's accomp-   wniie cheering'their team to victory:   ' 
Sports Editor <• -   L*rry Knarr iiahment.    They do not,  in many 
Circulation   Manager   —   Stan Bradbury - case*,   represent   the   work   done 
F^^ «*• ~«",J2s; zjzssis —*•whteh 
Art Editor    Ken  »"«»«*      there is the notion among many 
Fac....ulty Sponsor >  Mr- Mounts students that the grade of C does 
,.    . „,       a;       ... T       ' ,«... not represent a satisfactory iridi- 
News Staff: Batoh Mills, Jean Patterson, Mary Reynolds! ^wj^*"* patton of potential or development. 
Jones, Bill Frew, Robert Harmony, Don Whitaker, Tommy ^^ notlon la ferTbneous.   The ac- titlh letter of the alpnlrtet! 
Jones, David Adams, Elisabeth Shaw. «**mplit*ment represented by a C   CRAM it DOWN HIS THttOAf! Violently place the ball in his 
Feature Staff: Skip Gregory, Phyllis Hall, Dottie Azbill, Pat Bran- jn  one class  can well equal  the esophagus!! * 
ham, Jane Norris, Nancy Morgan, M. McGrath, Wilma John- accomplishment represented by an   WE'RE FROM  EASTERN -      ' 
son, Ale* Alexander, Arthur Eve. Ain another class.   It Ma quOs-   eoULDN't BE PROUDER 
Sports Staff: Gerald Lunsford, James S. Williams. *** of content, expectation, and   ,F YoU cAN^, HEAR IJB „...-. 
Photographic Staff: Bui Booth, Ken Shelley. t    ^ "■j1! IVM »f a. *«* wk  WB>LL Y^ A LITTLE LOUDER   etc We have been in rest- 
Enured L Second Class Matter at the Richmond, Rentneky Pdst jF^JJgE ^£jLl  «?! *nc* M Bast*rn Kehtuc*y slate Teachers College and could 
Office KSJHS     i£? JSK^S* ASLS ***. possibly 6e of m«*e pride. If UHs refram does not pen*- 
°m - transcript.    But  wh£n   a   person Wfeyour  sense  of hearing,   then   we  should be  pleased 
fUt       ARIL LE ' Smg^e^d^by^wha!^ «J ««*■* the amplitude of the vibmtdon of the vocal cHOrda, 
wnaT^r^s1 ^"USsctlpt  «. R&nta "^J^^^SEE■**•"«■- -* 
First we present the way clods  (people from U. K.)   yell ani 
cheer; thai presented is the new progressive style. 
WE WANT A BASKET! Our group should like to be presented 
with the placement of the ball through the.circular hoop 
which Is fused to the »arge piece of cambium layer thereby 
meriting us two points! 
CHEW 'EM UP, "BIG E"! Msptteate thy noble adversary, colossal 
• 
SPACE   PROBLEM merely  opens   the   door   for   that 
is a person Who rafery has changed 
behavior' patterns. His energies 
are wasted simply because he pre- 
pares for tests and not for the 
future. The ultimate Is a combina- 
tion Of th% two With far greater 
emphasis on the learning and be- 
coming. 
Living Music 
by Tommy Logsdon 
Some music is soothing, some is 
disturbing, some  unnerving.  Most 
of it is dead.    Jazz is the excep- 
tion.    Jazz is living'music. 
Jazz is violent. It wraps itself 
around your neck in a death hug. 
It gouges your eyes, kicks you be- 
Daily, near meal times, rite GJtnefeofejfreigrt ^T^^iST&VtlSi 
between a New York commuter tram and »«*■» 
basket full of kangaroos. We aH need close friends in 
college, but not that close! there's no relief in si$ht— 
our enrollment b growing, by leaps and bounds and fef 
some reason, We seem to attract a larger percentage 
of ardent gtillotegy majors every yowv ..  • . 
One solution would, of course, be to Include 0 
second Grille In the lobby Of one Of the proposed 
dorrriS. However. Easterners have always been a gre- 
garious lot. They would much prefer a centrally located 
recreation spOt. ■. 
Rearrangement of the existing Grille facilities 
would seem more logical and 0 lOf cheaper. The book- 
store is needlessly taking up some much needed space. 
The girls' lounge is seldom used except for a cloak 
room; the boys have a choice between "lounging1 on a 
ping pong table, d pool table. Or the floor. Foot Umple 
changes would nearly double the useful space. 
The first logical step: Abandon the Wed of sepdr- 
ate lounges. Either knock out the wall between toe 
girls' lounge and the recreation room; or. If thte Is too 
expensive, simply move the juke box into the gifts 
lounge and issue an informal invitation to Hje boys* The 
extra space could be Used for a couple of ping pong 
*?%* aumlte* fwaV Mttiri THfc it^mp** Jt 
there is n»-space fc ™ 5w»*n.^ Of evrmrT Roc* or 
the Ad. Building, then nibve It Into the boys lounge— 
The boys can lounge about as comfortably on book 
cases as they can on pool tables anyway. 
Step three: Put tables in the space vacated by Hie 
bookstore and lengthen the Grille counter to the back 
wall,  then perhaps it would be possible to eat in the   |Jow fln|J Then 
Grille without having to shove stray elbows out of the   IWW ana 1IWII 
has been observed patronizing a Braille library! 
HEV, HEY, WHADDAYA SAY 
LOOKS LIKE EASTERN ALL THE WAY! Prithee, prithee, speak 
thy piece, it seems as though our chances  of losing ara 
beginning  to  cease! 
TWO BITS, POUR BITS, 
SIX  BITS, A DOLLAR. 
ALL FOR EASTERN 
* 
STAND UP AND HOLLER! Twenty-five cents,-fifty cents, sev- 
enty-five cents, a hundred cents. All those with strong 
ethical reasons for an Eastern victory indicate so by rising 
on your arches and displaying your pent-up emotions by- 
eliciting a clamorous guffaw! 
BOO!! •' Hsssssss!! 
GROUCHES 
times.—  The' next   time   I  come 
through,   I'll   be    wearing    track 
shoes  
Mrs. Chenault is slipping. —She 
by Groucho only managed to interfere with the 
(A series of observations which  ping-Pong Tournament two out of. 
when   taken     individually,     prove  the three nights  
very little, but when taken collec- Mrs. Howard is losing her 
iow"the belt, slams ybu "to" the tively, prove absolutely nothing.) touch. —I hear she dismissed one 
Adam's apple And just before "Like an orange that turns up 0f her classes on time last week, 
you lose consciousness, it picks ftices, social science 100 is a and rumor has it that yesterday 
you  up off   your  chair  and  frac-   coutse that's useless " she was seen frowning!!!!! 
tures your skull by smashing you      ',Tn« boys of Keith Hal1 were r*-      Most   people   will   believe   any- 
against the  floor. fused permission to build a horse   thing   if   it   is   preceded   by   the 
. Jazz is delightful. It tickles the flno"e P14 because it would hurt statement, "science has proven"... 
back of your neck and sends you tne grass. .How-is it that the can- Someone told me about one cam- 
into fits of fey. It snuggles itself «*y salesman is allowed to drive pus character who, really laps up 
around your ankles,-licks your foot Ms truck all over the lawns???" the griHe coffee. —He calls him- 
and finally when you  can't stand      "&» order to be even more styl-  self Mozart.... 
it   anv   loneer.   it  bites   your  big   Ishly   dressed,   Mr.   Flynn  is  con-      The  electron microscope,   being 
toe. sidering patching the holes in his  built   in  the   Physics   Department 
Jazz is sultry.    It slithers over   green    sweater   with   cloth   from  has been nicknamed "Jeanie" be- 
your   shoulder   and   down   to   the  ni>» purple scarf...." cause  it  is   "so.easy  to  become . 
small of your back leavingabehind '•   .''Mostpf the im£e students agree   -notional about- and so difficult to. 
cpath^' —se Wr—-,   *Wk?~  $■***; £ftT*r''i^-*J$* '%**f\  •" .   :±v     >   -.-• 
»to«n^ypur waist, wallows around  Juan   in  He 11    1\s  *~  *~   T"^!. -       — <^- ^^* *=;**•?   ^^''^-^ 
your knet*- drolls  your  nc^ftd lated foV his decision to give Mr.  thoughtless-in u/i-emg x<m students - 
last  when   "you're    ready    to   VeneWtBt the rote he deserves."      to copy the textbook by hand; he it 
scream,  it drops off and Seeks a 
n6W victim.   .. 
Jazz, is  the  exception.    Jazz  is 
Jiving music. 
soup. 
Step four: Herd all the rude people who block the 
GriHe doorway into a thousand cattle cars and ship 
them to Western. Good riddance! ! 
TRASH   PROBLEM 
Oh, how you hate to get up hi 
the, morning f    Well,   if it's  any block*the~S.u"l. 'staTrway"at" meal 
consolation to you, Eastern's stu- 
dents had  to   arise  in   time   for 
7:30 classes in 1929. 
More surprises! Buy a broad- 
cloth shirt for 98c. ladies' oxfords 
for only $3.98, and get a haircut 
for 40c. All these amazing prices 
were as advertised in the Septem- 
ber 18, 1929, issue of the Eastern 
"Progress." 
Yes, times were different then, 
even   to   the   extent   of   "trying" 
Someone  remarfted  that taking should take leave of absence for 
an active part in most Grillology a   semester   and   learn   to   rejad 
sessions requires a vocabulary of type. 
only about 17 words.   Some talent-      Send Juieeless oranges,   Don 
ed people make out on Just three Juan's roommates, gir#»Hila mon- 
—"I'll never tell." sters,   razor   sharp   track   shoes, 
Bermudas don't actually detract and handwritten textbooks to: Box 
too much from the looks of some 313,   Eastern  State  College,  Rich- 
girls.    (Girl Hila monsters for in- mortd, Kentucky. 
stance.) 
Fair warning to  the  clods who Thanks, 
Groucho 
While sitting in the Grille on one of my "freer 
days, I was asked to move quite a few times so Clar- 
ence, the janitor, could sweep up the  trash on the 
floor I'm not the only one who cheerfully complains, but girls before a faculty meeting for 
moves. If the trash weren't on the floor, then Clarence jug^ ^SS^JKKSJt 
Wouldn't have tO OSk US tO mOVe. car with a b-o-y, horrors! 
It i, « known fact •^AjtSfE'A!! vS&JSS&XZZ&Z 
creased, but does this mean mat fne rrasn on me noor 9tructed. some of the freshman 
of the Grille should increase also? Rather couldn't we ctesses^resoftitions^ f» the new 
try tO be a little cleaner since there are more, of us 
occupying the same space? 
It isn't that there aren't enough trash cans because 
there obviously are. And yet people continue to throw 
trash on the floors, sail paper plates around or throw 
paper wads. It has been suggested that we have open 
trash ions for these people. They might not set any 
records, but they might make a good average. 
Perhaps we could try having everyone pick up a and i were coming home from the 
piece of f^h a day (p»fcrt*ly tnotr own) and put it SSy^f^°"J"
,wr3J 
in Hie troth cans. mwdly see a thing. - AS we were 
ikoMM the .Grin* be rearranged as mentioned m ™$F4*« £??•* T*^^him 
this etnS^ff ^ ..Imply •!•*•»■•«»*=* *8&X "rS?Off*- " 
....LJ Modest 
■ rasnf • . Dear Modest' 
I't agree that ashtrays am needed so we coo pat T«a <IH. Next time knock him 
cigdTtltO «.ftt UmUfimtt besides HIO floor or coffee *** with a ei«b. Nothing is too 
cups.   lotJt's doubtful that wew» get the ashtrays ^^/i^tTt0 mlssea - 
for cigarette butts, until we use the trash cans for trash. Margery Mix 
year were: To get thin; to get 
to 7:3d class wfthin 10 minutes 
after second whistle, and to study 
mere and eat less. 
In that year the paper had an 
advice to the lovetorn column, 
called "Margery Mix". Now isn't 
that just what this School needs? 
We'll guarantee her popularity. 
Th)s is one of those letters: 
Dear Mrs. Mix: 
The other night as my bey friend 
V 
--■-'.. 
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S SKIPPIN  THE BEAT by Skip  Gregory 
The Sounds of flhr  Beal  Generation 
•! 
» 
■* mm — 
toe Baid of rock and roll from a 
musical standpoint is that the 
alow tune* are slow and the fast 
tunes are .fast. Most recording: 
artists sing or play every tune in 
the same key, and as a rule, they 
Through the past few years the lOud and simple sounds of are not even 8/ood musicians, 
rythym and blues have been kicked around and stepped upon by Rhythm and blues is actually a 
tht older generation^ Lovers of good music and the: tone deaf "old nature of hiU-billy and native 
squares" have accused rock & roll of everything from contributing African. The beat is simple and 
to delinquency to rolling Beethoven over in his grave. So many ***• W0* strike home, that is 
people have knocked this sound, as a matter of fact that the th*y *** significant of emotions 
young and beat generation has become an almost separate group " experiences that the .listener 
of people. of   hag witnessed.   Rock and jjpll can- 
r-Technically speaking, rock and clinches. Usually it's one basic not ,be compared to the classics, 
roll to just barely music. It is type of rhythm and three chords or J*** .with wh'J;h " is often 
composed mostly of worn-out jazz or chord patterns.    All that can associated, or anything else. That 
   would   be   like   comparing   Devi's 
with flannels; they serve different 
purposes.' It is a sort of folk music 
for teenagers.    It   is  played  for 
and  listened to by teenagers.  It 
is loud and the solid beat is the 
ultimate for kids to dance to. To- 
day's   kids    frequently    find   the 
stuffed shirts of yesteryear com- 
paring them with the kids of old.' 
"When   I   was   a  kid"   they  say, 
when actually no one cares what 
happened when they were young. 
Parents, grandparents, and fogies 
try to say that when they were 
kids that they were nicer, cleaner, 
and   smarter   than   kids   of   now 
days.    We know better.    Today's 
kids  are  tomorrow's  citizens  and 
leaders,  they  listen   to  rock  and 
roll,   and   they   know   they   have 
plenty of time to grow up. While 
We don't have to like or appreciate 
'this sound of the beat generation, 
we dont have to scorn- it either, 
just turn it off!    I asked a few 
kids why they like rock and roU,   . 
but they couldn't seem to tell me. 
They just said, "It's easy to dance 
to/'   and  nothing  else.    All' they 
know is that they like it.   That's 
all  that matters.    The primitive 
sounds of the beat generation may 
not be a form of aft hut they like 
it. 
BALKS   PLACE 
GOOD   FOOD 
E.   MAIN  ST. RICHMOND, KY. 
#w* mmm T~ 
We have no agent working-r-but we do give each 
student a Student Special Discount. 
Whitalcer's Dry Cleaners 
Fine Garments Safely Cleaned 
Alte ring 
. 
P 
Repair 
Suede Cleaning        Sizing 
Waterproofing 
ONE DAY SERVICE ON REQUEST 
PHONE   1441 
Pants Pegging 
Fur  Cleaning 
Dyeing 
Show Talk 
         -J, "'0-, 
The second operetta to be proo] 
seated is "Down in the Valley" by 
Kurt Weill.   This operetta is based. 
on the life of the legendary Brack 
The Little Theatre Club and the Weaver,   who   has been  revealed 
As teenagers get older their Music   Club  are  jointly  planning   irom  reliable   sources  to  be   the., 
tastes in music will change When to present two one-act musicals on  second cousin of Tim Dooley. At 
they are no longer teenagers they February 24 and 26. 
probably   appreciate   really     One of these will be Gilbert and 
Free Delivery 
will 
good music.    But until then we Sullivans* "Trial by Jury".    This 
must   be  patient.    Almost  every-  operetta is a humorous  satire on 
.  teenager at one  time law courts and grand opera.    It 
is  to  be  staged with   robes  and 
FUNDS APPRECIATED ^fhe^casf of^vfrtuosos   will   in- 
President O'Donnell has received  elude: Jack Farley as His Honor, 
information 
body is 
or other. 
least, these two men met the sameV 
fate.    "Down in the Valley" is a , 
love story full of passion, mystery? 
high  emotion,   and   the depths  of 
evil.    The  modern  dance   cooreo- 
graphy will be under the direction 
of Carol Louden,   Jim  Day,   an*1 
Barbara    Billing.     Holly   ChiltooJ 
will  also  appear in  this producy 
tion    as    Brack    Weaver.     Judy 
infor ation     from     the     Federal   the Judge; Holly Chilton will sing  gands   Dortravs   th7 female   lead. 
Housing and Home Finance Agen-   the part of Edwin; Council for the   £?*   ^^.SV^-SSI 
Dooney,   and   if   the   Devil   from   ru,h  A5M„  nlava    tl"    „,,,:„„„„. 
ey   that  a   contingent   reservation 
of funds in the amount of $1,900,- 
000 has been  made  in connection "Don Juan in Hell," Joe Hughes, 
with the proposed construction of finds his razor, he will sing the 
two dormitories, one to house 200 part of the Usher.   Prima Donna 
men  and the  other to  house  200 Leander Tunics will  complete  the 
women, and for 80 student family leading   roles   with   her   portrayal   ££?£*." 
apartments. of Angelina. guarus. 
Bob zbill plays the villianous 
Tom Bouche. The non-singing 
roles were awarded to Karl Wed- 
dle (Jenny's father) and Allan 
Alsip and Larry Stanley are boUr' 
*  -  . 
•mmm^mmmm^w^ 
'-"1 
-       j - A PJJBJ5 yVHJTjcjyiOpERN FILTER, 
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Winston puts its 
FILTER-BLEND 
up front...fins, flavorful 
tobaccos, specially processed 
for filter smoking 
J 
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Upchurch Adds "More" Wood and "Coal" To fire 
.. 
The Maroons made the long trek to Murray, Kentucky, on Jan- 
uary 12 and put on the greatest display of basketball that an 
Eastern team has dene in years, possibly ever, to rack up their 
2nd conference win as they completely dominated a good Murray 
team 77-69. A happy Paul McBrayer said, "I have never had a 
team plav as well, particularly in the first half." It was beautiful 
to watch They played it like the book says. Sportswriters, radio- 
casters and fans watched 'in amazement and Murray President 
RalDh Wood in a halftime radio interview stated that Murray had 
not Played or seen a team like it in years. President Wood, like 
everyone else in the gym, was especially high in His praise of 
Larry Wood (no kin), and his masterful handling of the team 
which itself, did as masterful a job of-execution. ^.4„*„  «„ 
Eastern jumped out in front 6-0 led by as much as 29 points in 
in the first couple of minutes and the last 6 minutes, never less than 
never looked back. Moore, Wood, 23 during this time, even though 
Sole and Unchurch teamed up for Coach Paul McBrayer practical y 
5? field eoa?s m the first half on cleared the bench, using 11 men in 
£ attempTs for a blistering 62 all. It was substitute Bruce 
ner cenHrom the field and 13 of Springate who led all rebounders 
15 fref throw attempts for 86.6 in the game with 16, and who was 
lev cent Eastern maintained a 3rd in scoring for the Maroon^ 
13 to 19-ponit working margin racking up 18 big point* Wood 
Jhrouehourmost of the game until had 20, Moore who played^ only 
Sr effing minutes whin Murray 25 minutes had 19 and sophomore 
commuted several fouls in desper- sensation Carl Cole pitched in 13 
aUoTto get the ball and the Ma- in only 21 minutes. BernieKo- 
roons faUed to captalize on the tula in 19 minutes pulled off 12 
[roe throws Wood ,in addition, to rebounds and his replacement, 
tree In™*s- ' dlrectine   the   sophomore Roland WierwiUe,  con- 
4 • theamgwtmed^Sff with"Sinf hon- tributed 13 The Blue Raiders had 
ors™o,the night and was also the 3 men In double figures led by 
°eadine robouTider with 12 recov- their fine 6-5 forward Bob Burden 
eries lliry never missed a shot with 20, Don Smith with 15. and 
from the field as he hit 6 for 6. Bob Williams 10. 
and 8 of 9 free throw attempts for Eastern 81, Tennessee Tech 75 
a total of 20 points. Moore turned Eastern and Tennessee Tech 
in another splendid performance were tied for the conference lead- 
with 7 field goals out of 11 at- ership with identical . records of 
tempts and 3 for 3 at the gratis g.j when the January 19th battle 
line. Upchurch and Cole, with 14 came up at Cookeville, and the 
and 11 points, respectively, Kotula experts, as well as the amateurs, 
and Wierwille all contributed tre- gave tne Maroons little chance 
mendously to the victory. East- against Tech, seldom a loser at 
ern, for the game, hit on 30 of 59 nome. However, Coach Paul Mc- 
attempts for 50.8 per cent, while Brayer and crew didn't show 
Murray was marking up a good much respect for the opinions of 
40.6 per  ment on 26 for 64. either  and walked  out that night 
Eastern 93, Middle Tennessee 66 with an 81-75 win and »le poa- 
The Maroons took on Middle session of first place in the OVC. 
Tennessee in a bruising battle on Only the Maroons' failure to con- 
Jan 15 and had litUe difficulty in nect on their free throwB kept the 
posting their 3rd conference win game from being completely out of 
93-66 as they outscored the Blue Tecb/s reach throughout, as East- 
Raiders in field goals 37-20 and ern missed 18 attempts, several 
won the battle of the backboards of these one-plus situations. Kc- 
80-47. Cole, Kotula, and Moore put tula, who played one of the best 
Eastern out in front 12-2 in the games of his career, Cole, Wood 
early stages but the Tennesseans and Moore, set up a 13-4 lead in 
hit a hot streak and took the lead the first 8 minutes. Tech, how- 
at 18*16 with 7:52 left in the first ever, led by their great pivotman. 
half It was short-lived, however. Jimmy Hagan, slashed away at it 
as Larry Wood intercepted a Blue and it was tied at the half 39-39. 
Raider pass and drove in, for the Upchurch, Moore and Wood took 
layup to get the lead back for the charge of the boards, tightening 
Maroons for keeps. Wood poured their defense on Hagan in the see- 
in 6 field goals in this half, two of ond half and gradually built up 
them beautiful tip-ins, and three a lead which they kept. The Ma- 
of them layups • after driving ■ roons led by 8 points with 5 min- 
through the entire zone. Sprln- utes to go and increased it to 10 
gate and Moore added 7 more points at $1,-71 with 2:21 showing 
J^.... -.'-.-- .'.. -^Ukr~'-* adY*flK °» the .clock*. Da£» Moore, EasV* 
' age to the dressing room at half- em's Brilliant forward, was «.,« 
time, 42-32. It was Woc3»~ Hsore f?j the Maroons with 23 points,, 
and Springate again at the start and he also contributed 13 re- 
of the second half who built up bounds. Wood did a terrific job 
an 18-point margin within minutes on (the boards in addition to his 
to settle the issue.    The Maroons   fink   all-around   play,   pulling   off 
18 rebounds. He also scored 17 
points.. Cole scored 18, and Up-- 
church, who has been a demon on 
rebounding all season, grabbed 14 
as the McBray'ermen had a ter- 
rific edge in this department, re- 
covering  70  to Tech's  46. 
Eastern  86,  Moreheaid 67 
With Dale Moore, Larry Wood 
and Carl Cole clicking masterfully 
on the fast break and big Bernie 
Kotula controlling the boards, the 
Maroons increased their conference 
lead to a full game over second 
place Tennessee Tech on Jan. 22 
with an 86-67 triumph over the 
Morehead Eagles. Eastern, trail- 
ing by four points with only ,'8 J 
minutes gone in the first half, ftut/ 
on a terrific exhibition of fasV 
break basketball and rolled into 
half time" with a 44-29 advantage., 
Morehead led 12-8 before a 13-1 
spurt by the Maroons moved them 
out in front 21-13 so quickly that 
it left the Eagles—and the fans- 
dizzy. Moore staged a brilliant 
exhibition of shooting, and rebound- 
ing in the first half, and left the 
floor at intermission with 21 points 
and 13 rebounds. Wood, regarded 
as   one   of   the   nation's   leading 
Jack Upchurch does a good job of keeping the ball away from 
one   oi   ine   au  s   «»u.„t the MorelMBMl Eagles. 
guards, contributed 22 points, Cole Jack upchurch, upon whom Mc- ing team, 10th best on defense 
got 16 and Kotula flipped in 10 Brayer heaped particular praise (and 8-1 in the OVC). 
in addition to leading both teams fQr M outstanding performance, jack Upchurch put on a terrific 
in rebounding with 18. Moone- hftd 12 recoveries and 12 points, performance of rebounding, shoot- 
the game's high scorer with 28 ■]EMtern Wt Morehead 77 ing, ball handling, intercepting 
points, was second in rebounds the organ played passes and stealing the ball as 
with 16. and Upchurch added 11 Q^
he
h„hLH Wared in tte MoVe- he pulled off 20 rebounds . and 
as Eastern controlled the boards ^ Aekteouse on Se^ughV of poured in 24 points. Larry Wood, 
76-45. Eastern held several 24 and ^1f^
ldf0°
U*e_ °^ Morehead who has beer a thorn in More- 
26 point leads throughout the sec- ™E£%J*£ J* set for an head's side for three years, got 
ond half even though McBrayer Eaglesi had ^aJ^|
e
E^ern
r
Ma. away fiVe astounding passes on 
substituted freely. The starters ^ ^^^TLfed To thick- the fast break for easy buckets 
played little more than a half, as ™n^DU' ™* l^^-d the cue and threw in 22 points himself; 
he used his enure second unit en ^^^^rropeaf per! Moore, Eastern's leading scorer 
throughout most of the, finaI per- J^JJJJ ^January 22^d pro- and rebounder, had 20 points and 
tod. Morehead was held to 21 ™ RiclZnd orieinal cast 4 assists,, and Cole, who pitched in 
field pals whUe the Maroons were ^tion Wchnwnd, <*$%*<£% i^in*, held Morehead's: highly 
marking up 34 - Saul McRraversi league leading touted Herbie Triplett scoreless 
Eastern 80, Middle Tennessee 64 Paul grayer s *g*mvincine the second half: Kotula, who 
After a ten-day layoff became ^a#c
e^VkZck tbe prop! pitched in 8 points in the early 
of semester examinations, the Ma- W 77 ^ctory TO KHOCK ™ P P r team 
roons traveled down to Murfrees- from under the WJJ^T in^a were ^ving a litUe dim. 
boro, Tennessee, on Feb. 2, ex- The Maroons, a little over-anx- culty flnding the range, also grab- 
pecting another severe test, but ious in the opening minutes miss- ^ 5 important defensive re- 
came out with a surprisingly easy ed easy shot after easy shot while, :bomida m ££ second haH when 
8044 victory, over the Middle Ten- the Eagles, hitting from outside,, BJaatern.B fast break started roll- 
nessee Blue Raiders. Led by Ber- were finding the range on every j. Xaatem dominated the boards, 
nie Kotula, who topped all of his   other shot, as they wound up the gg to 42 
previous fine performanceas by first half with a 50 per cent ac- t«lHn*of the beli if it were 
tossing in 16 points and grabbing curacy. These McBrayermen, J*S<£ n** ^X Maroon/ 
15 rebounds, Eastern outscored the however, who don't knew the mean- Jjjg^ ^^ DUrS?Se LThev 
Raiders in field goals 31-15. and ing of the word "quit", chopped _f"e^°t^X See Kw Ime 16 
had another decided advantage in away at the lead as a magnificent Vg^*^^ half ^nd con- 
rebounding, 62 to 43. Moore, who sophomore by the name of Jack times< m the first hajtf and con 
turned in another great job on the Upchurch, and one of the greatest £IJStto attemntB to Si and shot 
boards with 12 recoveries, Wodfl. guards" to come down-tteUne m 37 g^aUs attempts inall and shot 
and Cole all hit in double, figures many-a moon. Larry Wood, took an even_ 40 percent™ »« 
with 15, 14, and 13 points, re- command, oi the tftuaUon, and '^ *(™^X9J£^^ spectively, even though they play*.took a 44-41 lead to the.dressing <"* conference win, 95-77. 
ed UttW* UM»e than a he" ";-; roonjc ~t iitfarnissidn.. 
church had 8 grabsto S8 minutes}...-. After the Jtrat fout rrimutes & 
of action, and substitutes Bruce the second half, the Maroons-un- 
Springate, Roland Wierwille, Lar- folded their blisterjng fast bread 
ry Redmond, and Ray Vencill all and for the some 300 Eastern stu- 
came through in fine style. It -dents and fans who had followed 
was the first action for Vencill in ^jj. favorites to the Eagles'- nest, 
a month, as he has been nursing the rest was sheer delight. In a 
a knee injury. Middle Tennessee terrific exhibition of rebounding 
held the lead briefly in the early. and baU handling, Wood, Up- 
stages, but when Cole put his team, church, Moqre and Cole soon had 
out in front 10-9 with 15 minutes  built .UD ' a 20-noinf lead  as  they 
J.£ Ak 
— 
After the  Eastern-Mur- 
, — cnurcn, xaugre tuiu K^JIC JWU mw 
t s-h n up * p
left in the first half, it was to completely dominated play and 
stay. Cole had 11 of his 13 points gave convincing proof of why they 
in this period and at the interims-   are the nation's 5th best rebound- 
oiAn     Foatom     uroa     in     n«mmftrin . - 
ray game Saturday, Febru- 
ary 14, there will be a sock 
hop in the recreation room 
of the Student Union Build- 
ing. 
AH students and friends 
are invited to attend. 
Admission—23 cents. 
WeirwilUe tips It In for two points in the Morehead game; 
sion Eastern was in co and 
37-28. When play was resumed, 
it was only a matter of 2 minutes 
until it was stretched to 47-30 and 
the issue was never in doubt after 
that. Middle Tennessee's scoring 
was evenly divided among its five 
starters, witiv guard Don Smith 
taking honors on 16 points. 
Eastern 72, Tennessee Tech 69 
The Maroons expected a battle 
from the fired-up Tennessee Tech 
jcrew when they invaded on Feb. 
,5 and got it. as the Golden Eagles, 
who still had an outside chance of 
at least a tie for the conference 
crown, put on their best perform- 
ance of the year, according to 
word from their coaching staff, 
but Eastern again proved its su- 
periority and marked up its 7th 
conference win, 72-60. It was act- 
ually the Maroons' superiority on 
the boards that paved the way for 
the .win as each team took 71 
shots at the basket, but out of 
those that went astray including 
20 missed free throws by both 
teams, Eastern recovered 70 while 
the Techmen were gathering in 
only 41, almost a repeat perform- 
ance of the earlier meeting at 
Cookeville when the Maroons dom- 
inated the rebounding department 
70 to 46. Jimmy Hagan, Tech's 
great shooting artist, took scogpgj 
1C_- .-? for tiy night with 27 points, 
' but TEastenK equally great shoot-] 
ing ace, Dale Moore, had 24 ppi " 
and pulled off 14. rebounds, 3 m 
than Hagan could manage. Th< 
Maroons' brilliant senior guard,] 
Larry Wood, had 15 rebounds andl 
scored   14   points,   and  sophomore 
THE COLONEL DRIVE-IN 
INC. 
Big Hill Avenue,  Richmond, Kentucky 
FEATURING SMALL FRY PIZ2A 
PLAIN 6-INCH PIZZA^— 25c and Up 
TUESDAY, FEB.   17 
SPECIAL! 
«/4 KY. FRIED CHICKEN 
French Fries or 
Mashed Potatoes, 
»    -    Biscuits and Gravy 
>     79c 
Owned and Operated by 
LEWIS W. BROADDUS, JR and TONYSIDERIS 
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KNOW YOUR TEAM 
As moat Eaf«tern basketball fans' are probably 
aware uie Maroons are in the midst of one of 
their more successful seasons. Coach Paul Mc- 
Brayer's sharp-shooters have scored seven con- 
secutive victories in the conference. As matters 
stand at the moment of this writing, the Maroons 
have' a 7-1 OVC record, which is good enough 
for undisputed possession of first place. The sec- 
ond place Western HUltoppers, who own a 4-2 
loop mark, trail Eastern by two complete games 
in ihe standings. 
The fine, showing of the Maroons, according to 
Coach McBrayer, is the result of fine teamwork, 
along with several outstanding Individual perform- 
ances in every outing, and fine support from the 
bench. The Eastern Mentor also expressed his and 
the players gratitude for the fine student response. • 
The enthusiasm showed by the student body has 
been instrumental in the1 success of the. Maroons. 
s. c -Seniors Dale Moore and -Larry Wood appear 
ta be the shoo-ins for repeaters on the all OVC 
team. Moore's' deadly shooting and Wood's 'sen- 
the edge of their seats .all season 'long. Sopho- 
sational play-making have kept Eastern fans on 
more surprises Carl Cole: and Jack Unchurch look 
like future stars * and are already well respected 
by all thei» opponents. Perhaps one of the. East- 
ern's biggest assets has been the development 
of Bernie Kotula as a top-notch big man. Coach 
McBrayer'* confidence in Bernie has really paid 
off as the 6-8. senior has come through in fine' 
style. When the" front-liners tire, McBrayer'doesn't 
have to look far for adequate replacements. Bruce 
Springate, Roland Wierwillie, Ray Vencill, and Lar- 
ry. Redmond have given the Maroons the depth 
that   a well-balanced   team  must have. 
The-27 points which Jim Hagan scored against 
the Maroons last Thursday night do not indicate 
the fine defensive job the Maroons did on him. 
What it all boils down to is that Hagah, second 
in scoring only to Gecar Robertson, might as well 
have been playing guard. Hagan is 6-9%. The 27 
points, of Which seven were charity tosses, were 
all made on eight to twelve-foot jump shots. The 
big man failed to make one tip-in or one lay-up. 
With  Bernie  Kotu'a   doing  a  fine  defensive   job, 
"• 
Hagan fouled out of the contest with' nearly nine 
minutes remaining. Significant is the fact that 
prior to Thursday night's game Hagan had been 
disqualified on fouls only once before all season. 
Hagan did manage to snag elveen rebounds. 
Larry. Wood, however, grabbed off fifteen—and 
"Woods Is a guard. In all, three Maroons out-re- 
bounded Hagan. Upchurch had twelve and Moore 
fourteenvQn the night Eastern out-rebounded Tech 
Tech 70-41. Therein lies the story. 
Present at the Tech game were the following 
former Eastern players (now coaches)  with their 
. teams:  Chuck Mrazovich,  Russell  Roberts,  Roger 
Geyer, Jimmy Mitchell, and  Alex  Stevens. 
On January 29 during a practice session, the 
Maroons' experienced a close call when a large 
skylight and part of the roof caved in. Luckily 
Coach McBrayer noticed that the skylight was 
buckling and warned the boys in time. Daggers of 
two-inches thick glass and large, pieces of steel 
rained onto the gym floor. Imagine the tragic 
consequence if the boys had not been forewarned— 
or worse still if it had happened while a game 
was  in  progress. 
The Murray Thoroughbreds invade Saturday 
night followed by Western on the following Wed- 
nesday. Murray has been tough all year as West- 
ern always. The Thoroughbreds, who own a pair 
ef wins over Tennessee Tech, are led by Terry 
Darnall and a promising sophomore center named 
Peterson. This could very easily prove to be, a 
tough ball game. t 
Western, led by big Ralph Crosthwaite and 
Charlie Osborne come to town sporting lopsided 
wins over La Salle an<f Army. They were barely 
beaten by a strong West Virginia five. The Ma- 
roons will „ be seeking to avenge their lone set- 
barZ in the O. V? C.,' which occurred in the first' 
loop game of the season at Bowling Green. East- 
ern played well, but failed to get any help from 
Lady Luck, losing by the slimmest of margins, 
76-75. A bright spot in this game will be that 
this is the final time that we have to contend 
with Crosthwaie. He'a been remendous against us 
for the last seventeen years, (Doesn't it seem that 
long?)   Get there  early for both games 
REX ENGLISH PHIL   ESTEPP 
A Winning Swimming Team 
. 
• 
nois, who set a traffic 224.2 fancy 
diving pool record. Freshman Bud 
Hatch has set the pool record for 
the 50 yard freestyle at 25.1  sec- 
Least known,   but  one   of  the   winningest   sports at   Eastern, 'onds.   Plus, senior,,, Ed Anderson, 
is Coach Don Comb's topflight swimming team.  In  the  past three   who set the  team record for  the 
seasons, they have compiled a 10 woij and only 4 loss record. So far   breastroke with the time of 2:43.7. 
this season,  they sport a 6-1  record. Under the  capable guidance      The last half of the season will 
Of. Coach  Combs,  the  number  of  meets  have  increased  from   five   be tough..  Despite Coach Combs' 
to thirteen, which is on the schedule, this year. 
Despite the loss of several sen- 
iors of last year's squad, and dur- 
ing what is considered as a re- 
building year, they have found 
much fine and consistent winning 
freshmen support. Although Ed- 
die Hatch, a senior, leads the in- 
dividual scoring race with 75 
points, freshman Bud Hatch, Rob- 
ert Goes,- Robert Will, arid Don 
Giles have supported him with 
40%, 38. 30%, and 29% points in 
our first six meets. 
This has been no exception as to 
records as three of them have been 
broken. One by a very outstand- 
ing midwestern diver, Art Bel- 
monte,. a junior from Cicero, Dli* 
JERRY SLATBACK 
LARRY REDMOND . . . Sopho- 
more . . . Guard ... 6-2 ... 195 
. . . Redmond established quite a 
record here as a freshman in 1954 
and at the time was considered one 
of the.finest guard prospects ever 
to enroll at Eastern ... He did not 
return to school, however, until 
this year, and he's now beginning 
to look more and more like the 
player he was then". . . Redmond 
is an excellent defensive player, 
good ball handler, it quick, fast, 
and has a great eye for the bas- 
ket . . . He's been in 11 ball games 
this year for a total of 113 min- 
utes and 40 seconds, and has done 
a fine job on all occasions . . . He feeling   about   Louisville   and   Se wanee, we must not take Vander-., 
bilt or Tennessee lightly. Louisville 1*%^™^%*^* 2» 
and Sewanee have looked very im 
pressive, Tennessee is unknown, 
and Vanderbilt has strengthened 
their squad through some trans- 
fers. 
The boys nave worked hard this 
season and the record shows the 
results. Coach Combs and hip 
team wish to express their appre- 
ciation for the commendable turn- 
outs; and to all who haven't seen 
them in action, an invitation a? 
there is no admission. ..They have 
utes against East Tennessee, took 
7 shots at the basket and con- 
nected on 5, hit his only free 
throw attempt, had 6 rebounds and 
2 assists, for his best performance 
so far . . . Fans can look forward 
to seeing more such performances 
from Larry Redmond in- the next 
two years . . . Larry was all-state 
at Newport Public. 
PHIL ESTEPP ... Sopnomore 
. . , Guard.. . . 6-2 . . . 165 . . . 
A   graduate   of   Paiittsville   High 
guv/d   potential   and     with     i«oc«r  pet* .-.Estepp  ic.   - i<tpugh   com- 
strong freshmen showing the way 
will provide many a pleasing mo- 
ment for Coach Combs in the fu- 
ture. 
Below is  the  immediate  sched- 
ule: 
Fri., Feb. 13 
Fri., Feb. 20 
Sat., Feb. 21 
Fri., Feb. 27 
Sat., Mar.   7 
Louisville 
Vanderbilt 
U. of Tenn. 
Sewanee 
U of Cin. 
As the gun goes off,' two of our mermen, Bud Hatch and Bob Will, 
take to the water. 
The sock-hop will be 
sponsored by the Sopho- 
more class. 
petitor and a real go-getter . .-". In 
the first game on the frosh sched- 
ule last year he hit 11 out of 14 
attempts from the field and it 
wasn't discovered until after the 
game that he had played most of 
the second half with a broken 
Away  yniati  tne ^suit of a bad spfnn 
Away- • • • 1° two or ICasterh's losses this 
Home year» Estepp, in the closing min- 
Home   utes  made  beautiful steals of the 
  ball which almost got the Maroons 
home ... He played  the  last  3 
minutes   of   the   East   Tennessee 
LARRY REDMOND 
game and hit the shot that sent 
Eastern over the century mark for 
the first time this season . . . He 
also got 5 rebounds in the 3 min- 
utes he was in the game . . . He's 
a pre-med student at Eastern and 
plans to go to dental school after 
graduation. 
JERRY SLAYBACK . . .Sopho- 
more ,  .  .  Guard .  .  . 5-11  .  . . 
165«.  .  .   Slay back  was  quite  an 
outstanding athlete at Aurora (In- 
diana)  High  School   ...  Earned 
four letters  in  basketball,  two  in 
football,   four   track   and   four   in 
baseball . . -.Considered the best 
track  man  in  the  history  of  the 
school . . . Was the fourth leading 
scorer on the frosh team last sea- 
son with an average of 9.5 points 
per game and a 41.5 per cent ac- 
curacy from  the field  ...  Slay- 
back,   like   Estepp,   does   a   slick 
job of stealing the ball from the 
dribbler and came close to making 
it  pay off   in   both   the  Marshall 
and  Western  games ,.   .   .-He  is 
quick,   deceptive,   and   cap   really 
move Has the potential to be- 
come a fine college player. 
REX ENGLISH . .  . Sophomore 
.  Forward   ...  ^3  .     . 190 
English- bro6fc»«t quite ><Ui-*lmpres- ■ 
sive  record to  Eastern, from  Car- 
ter High Schodfwnere he was an * 
outstanding scorer and  rebounder 
. .' . He continued his scoring last 
year-with the frosh but gave way 
to  Cole  and Upchurch  in the  re- 
bounding. department . .  . He av- 
eraged 18.6 points per game as a 
freshman with a_ 48.1 per cent ac- 
curacy from the field,  and  chalk- 
ed   up   42   points   In   one   game 
against Lindsay-Wilson . . . He's a 
terrific shot from outside and close 
in, and loves to drive for that bas- 
ket , 
PICK A WINNER 
Marquette   over   Louisville ) 
Yale   oyer   Columbia 
Army   over   New   V« rk  Univer3»>y-^— 
Colorado over Missouri 
Furman over Clemson 
Iowa over Michigan,. 
Oklahoma over Iowa State 
Holy Cross over Boston University 
Eastern Kentucky over Western Kentucky 
' Princeton   over  Harvard 
California over U. C. L. A. 
Arkansas over Baylor 
Illinois over Wisconsin J 
Tennessee over Alabama 
North  Carolina over North Carolina State 
Kentucky over Auburn ;. 
Wichita over  Houston 
Michigan State over Northwestern 
Washington  over  Oregon  State 
Bradley over Tulsa" 
*———— 
,-—i-        -» 
Results 
Yours 
Predictions 
Correct 
Percent 
100 
70 
70.0- 
There are the Eastern Mermen.  From left to right, front row: Angus Begley, Eddie Hatch, Ed Anderson, 
Don Giles, Denny Ball. Middle row: Bud Hatch,       Bob Will,  Ray  Legar,  Art  Behnonte,  Jim  Snod grass. 
Last row: Bob Goes BUI Vaewary, Bob Parker, Bob Bahanon, and Coach Don Combs. 
RAY'S  BARBER  SHOP 
MAIN STREET 
[slext to  Woolworfh's   . 
o JM 
w* 
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The Opposite Sex 
Staff members come and staff members go because the time 
of graduation waits for no one. This had been the case of the last 
writer of this column whom we regret losing deeply. Sinoe the re- 
sponsibility at writing this column has been assigned to me, I hope 
that I can da as good a jolj as oui( former writer. If anyone has any 
suggestions as to what he would like to see] appear in The Opposite 
Sex, please send the suggestions to Box 106, E. Kj S. C. Would you 
like fashions, society news, quotations, beauty hints? What not' 
We wish to bid all of our 1958-1959 first semester graduates fare- 
well and wish them the best ofj luck in the future. To Our new stu- 
dents we give a cordial welcome. We hope that you will find Eastern 
a home away from home as most of us have done.' Do not worry 
about your mistakes on campus, but remember that everyone has 
been in your shoes at one time or another. 
New students, are you wondering Just what sex is considered the 
opposite sex? It is the female. Although most of us females prefer 
to be called the strongeq sex, we also feel it s| privilege to be called 
the opposite sex. As one saying goes, "Behind every successful man 
there is always a woman—and usually she catches him." Now, males, 
do not get upset. The place of the female in that world has been 
an age-old question to which no one has found a solution. We must 
agree, however, that both men and women are essential to make 
this world a happy place in which to live. Henry C. link said, 
"This is certainly a woman's world. When aj man is born, the first 
question is, 'How's the mother?' When he marrjes, everyone says, 
'What a lovely bride.' And when he dies, the question Is, 'How much 
did he leave her?*' So much for the controversy; everyone has a right 
to his own opinion. 
Let us continue with an interesting fact to which everyone 
agrees. February is a month of many holidays, one of which is 
Saint Valentine's Day, which has been observed for many centuries 
on February 14. Traditionally it is a day for lovers. Cupid begun 
enchanting levers 2,000 years before the first romantic Valentine 
appeared. Acctwdtng to Roman legend he was the son of Venus, 
Goddess of Love, and Mars, God of War...Back in the Fourth Century 
B. C, Praxiteles carved! the oldest known statue of Cupid. It por- 
trayed him as a beautiful little boy with wings, carrying a bow and 
arrow. 
On this date it is cutomary to exchange gifts, many of them* 
heart-shaped, aS an expression of affection. Friends send cards, flow- 
ers, and candy as greetings. In the Fifteenth Century B. C in Eng- 
land, the upper classes entertained lavishly to mark the occasion and 
drew lots for valentine sweethearts! The gift-giving customs of the 
day reached some awesome heights. Samuel Pepys records in his 
famous diaries that the Duke of Richmond, drawn by a\ Miss Stuart 
as her valentine, rewarded the luck Jady with' a Jewel worth $4,000 
no mean sum in those days. • 
Of the several saints named Valentine, the most important were 
a Roman priest and a bishop of Terni, both ofj whom were executed 
in Rome, Italy, in the third century. That! their feast day is also 
of our modern Saint; Valentine's Day is related to; the Roman spring 
the day set aside for lovers seems merely a coincidence. The origin 
festival Lupercalia, which occurred on February 15. The Roman 
spring festival was in honor of the ancient God; Lupercus, who was 
the protector of flocks against the) wolves, sometimes identified with 
Faunus. > 
Happy Saint Valentine's Day! Have you sent your valentines to 
your friends? I 
Parade Rest 
During the lull that comes be- 
tween the last dreary days of 
winter and the first invigorating 
days of spring, most every one 
here at Eastern is recovering from 
the shock of semester grades or 
looking forward to the blasts at 
the beach; but the pledgee of 
Pershing Rifles are having a blast 
of their own. Initiation time has 
come again. Most of Eastern's 
students have seen the uniformed 
pledges being put through the 
week of harassment by the so- 
ciety's active members. 
The bearers of broom sticks 
marching guard duty on campus, 
or the pledges eating "square 
meals" in the cafeteria aTe familiar 
sights once each year. From out- 
side the organization it appears 
that all the week is for is to 
abuse a few freshmen and make 
the military into a slapstick 
comedy affair. 
The week has a better purpose 
than that, it seems. There are 
many things acquired by the 
pledges which will strengthen and 
widen their views of the military. 
Learning to shine shoes and 
brass is the first big step in be- 
coming a good soldier. Learning 
to take orders instead of giving 
them is a must of all good leaders. 
Learning to be harassed and to 
adjust without rebellion is a step 
in self control. Learning the gen- 
eral orders and military code of 
conduct are two other valuable 
aids to an aspiring officer. These 
prementioned statements are just 
a few of the inside advantages 
acquired by the pledge. 
Young men from over 100 col- 
leges and universities take part 
in similar pledge weeks each year. 
Eastern's unit of Pershing Rifles, 
under the command of Delbert 
Shouse, has grown in the past 
four years to he a nationally 
recognized company. At the com- 
pletion of the week of pledging 
under the rule of Cadet Officer 
Jim Stout, the thirty fellows were 
formally initiated, and then en- 
tertained at a dance in Walnut 
Hall. The week will long be re- 
membered by each new member 
as one of the fullest in their col- 
lege career at Eastern. 
PRESIDENT AND WIFE 
SADDENED BY DEATHS 
Both President and Mrs. O'Don- 
nell lost close relatives last week. 
Mrs. 0"DonneH's sister, Mrs. C. E. 
Deece, of LaGrange, Texas, died 
January 31 after a brief illness. 
She is survived by four sons, two 
sisters and a brother. 
Dr.   ODonnell's   oldest   brother, 
James CDonnell, died February 7 is survived"^ -Ills wife, two sons 
at his. home in Los Angeles. He and a daughter, "three sisters and 
had been ill only a few days. He three brothers. 
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT! 
North  Second  Street 
i 
RICHMOND . 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
SCHOOL AND ART SUPPLIES 
South Third St. Glyndon Hotel Bldg. 
Richmond,  Kentucky v 
GOOD  EATS! 
The Golden Rule Cafe 
SOUTH FIRST STREET — IS READY TO SERVE YOU. 
Three Meals A Day: 
BREAKFAST 
LUNCH 
J DINNER 
-■-• 
Everything you enjoy in the very 
best of Home  Cooking 
HOT BISCUITS V 
COW* BREAD 
HOME BAKED PIES 
Serving good -food is our goal in life. 
"71 
C 
BE SEEING YOU! 
f ..-. QoYQuJkinkfor » ■ •- 
Oo. 
1. If you get stuck on a crossword puzzle, 
do you (A) finally refer to a dictionary, 
or (B) leave the puzzle unfinished? 
f 
2. Would you rather be (A) the designer of 
the first successful space vehicle to the 
moon, or (B) the first man to ride in it? 
3. If you were faced with two tasks, one 
pleasant and the other unpleasant, 
would you first do (A) the unpleasant 
task, or (B) the pleasant task? 
4. If you find you aren't doing well in 
an activity, do you (A) concentrate 
on it to improve your performance, or 
(B) devote your attention to things in 
which you do excel? 
D 
a 
O /ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS) 
f£w&#Hsz 
5. Would you prefer to play tennis with    w     I     I      I     | 
an opponent you know to be (A) not L—J      I     | 
uite BO good as you, or (B) a 
ightly better player? - 
6. In deciding whether to see a movie, 
are you more influenced by (A) what 
a casual friend tells you about it, or 
(B) what you know of the cast and story? 
*□ o 
'□•□ 
•D-D 
■ 
5- Y£> 7. If yeu were a multimillionaire, would A[* _j" 
you rather have (A) everyone know it, 1     1 L_J 
or (B) only a very lew know it? 
8. Do you take more notice of someone's A m f 
(A) good looks, or (B) good manners?       ~ | I   f I | 
9. When making your choice of a 
filter cigarette, do you (A) act 
on the basis of what someone 
tells you, or (B) think it 
through for yourself? 
■D 
If you're the kind of person who thinks for 
yourself . . . you use judgment in your 
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else. 
Men and women who think for themselves 
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason? 
Best in the world. They know that only 
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and 
a smoking man's taste. 
*If you checked (A) on three out of the first 
four questions, and (B) on four out of the last 
five . . you really think for yourself! 
'  AIQ»  iMmAVltlliiuaTaHl «1B5B. 
Familiar 
pack or 
crush- 
proof 
box. 
The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows - ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE! 
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Weddings 
POWELL—DOUGLAS 
The marriage of Miss Phyllis 
Virginia Powell, Paris, Ky., to Mr. 
Tommy Ray Douglas, Plant City, 
Fla., took place on September S 
in  Lakeland,   Fla. 
The bride was a Home Econom- 
ics major in the class of 1950. She 
is   teaching   in   the   Polk   County 
School System.   The groom is as- Mr. Rich was graduated in 1952, 
eociated with V-C Chemical Corp. majoring in history and English. 
Their addreas is Apt.  6,  840 S. He  received his law degree from 
Florida Ave., Lakeland, Fla. the- University of Cincinnati. 
DePAULI—RICH 
The marriage of Miss Barbara 
Teresa De Pauli. Gallup, N. Mex., 
to Mr. Joseph L. Rich, Covington, 
Ky., was solemnized at 10 o'clock 
Thanksgiving Day in the Sacred 
Heart Cathedral in Gallup. 
LUIGI'S  PIZZA 
JR. 35c PLAIN and. Any Oth«r I Item — 45c 
Medium 
PLAIN   $ .60 
SAUSAGE     .85 
bALAMI ;....»..»..     »o!> 
PEPPERONI 85 
PEPPERS   85 
MUSHROOMS   85 
ANCHOVtES     .85 
COMBINATION Of Ant Two ..   1.00 
COMBINATION Of Any Three ..   1.20.. 
COMBINATION Of Any Four ..   1.3t) 
HAM  HOGGIE    60 
\       MEAT BALL HOGGIE 50 
YELLOW   DOG . 7...    25 
HOME MADE CHILI  Per Bowl 30c; Pt. 50c 
Large 
1.00 
1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.45 
1.50 
f.75 
2.00 
FREE   DELIVERY 
Phone  2737 
Drawing for Free $5.50 Meal Ticket each week. 
/ (For purchase over 50c) 
FREE PARKING LOT IN REAR. 
ROSE—JACKSON 
Miss Bonnie Lois Rose, Stan ton. 
and Douglas Jackson, Waco, were 
united in marriage at 2:30 o'clock 
on Thanksgiving Day at the Stan- 
ton Christian Church. 
The bride was a member of the 
1958 class. She is employed at a 
teacher at Lee County High School. 
The bridegroom is a senior this 
year. 
PORTER—EASTERLING 
Miss Frances Porter, Sparta, N. 
C, and Chester Easterling, Neon, 
Ky., were married at 3:80 o'clock 
on Thursday afternoon, Nov. J7, 
at the Sparta Baptist Church. 
Mr. Easterling, class of 1967, is 
a teacher at Lafayette Junior High 
School in Lexington. The bride is 
a graduate of the Chesapeake and 
Ohio Hospital School of Nursing, 
Clifton Forge, Va. For the past 
year she has been on the nursing 
staff of the Whttesburg Memorial 
Hospital. . 
ri»K* UK W* K*H n*wi c*w 
WifH Weft   &VMMW AUH*. 
FACULTY 
FACTS 
WELLS—LOONEY 
Miss Peggy Lou Wells, Seco, 
Ky., and Mr. Arthur H. Looney, 
Davenport, Va., were united in 
marriage on Dec. 24 at the Seco 
Methodist Church. 
The bride and groom were mem- 
bers of the 1958 class. Mr. Looney 
has been teaching at Grundy, Va., 
but has been called into the serv- 
ice. 
COATES—PARK 
Mrs.   Marian  Coatee    and    Mr. 
Stanley Park of Tuscaloosa,  Ala., 
were married at noon on  Thurs- 
'day,   Jan.  1,  in the First Baptist 
Church of Tuscaloosa. 
The bride, a former resident of 
Richmond and Lexington, was em- 
ployed in Lexington as secretary 
to Dr. Frank Rose while he served 
as president of Transylvania Col- 
lege and accompanied him to Ala- 
bama in the same capacity. She 
was graduated from Eastern in 
1937. 
Mr. and Mrs. Park live on Old 
Birmington   Highway,   Tuscaloosa. 
Dr. Henry G. Martin attended 
the Association of Student Teach- 
ers regional meeting at Johnson 
City, Tennessee, Thursday to Sat- 
urday, February 5-7. Dr. Martin, 
represented Eastern at the meet- 
ing of the Committee on Accredit- 
ing Standards at Frankfort on 
January 12-15. 
Miss Evelyn Slater Was repre- 
sentative of the college January 
12 at a meeting of the Home Eco- 
nomics Teachers Education Coun- 
cil at Frankfort. 
Dr. D. T. Ferrell served as dele- 
gate to the State Superintendents' 
Conference on the Gifted Child at 
the Sheraton Hotel in Louisville 
January 16. 
Student teachers from Eastern 
in Williamsburg, London, Kirks- 
ville, Danville, Stanford, Brod- 
head, Eastern Junior High School, 
arid Franklin County were visited 
by Dr. J. D. Coates on January 
13,   14,   and  26. 
In 1957, 1,330 Americans were 
killed in train-car crashes. 
53,000 Americans were injured in 
car-bicycle' mishaps in 1957. 
i 
, 
TB^dd^J:^^ ->•-: 
GOES AND 
GOES AND 
OK 
■ - 
Whirlpool stitchedr for shape as- 
surance, the lift of a. lifetime! Fine 
white cotton, 32-36 A, 32-38 B C, 
$2.50 
SMART SHOP 
College & Career 
NORTH    SECOND    ST. 
I 
I I Hill   i     v"^' '    \ 
. '.-■-' 
Biscayne i-Door Sedan shows the Fisher Body beauty of Chevrolet's lowest priced series for '59. 
CHEVY'S NEW HI -THRIFT 6 
The 
extra pep it gives you for passing and climbing hills. This 
is due to higher torque at normal speeds. 
It may be hard to believe anything that looks and 
moves like this '59 Chevy can be such a stickler for 
economy. But—whether you pick the Hi-Thrift 6 or a 
vim-packed V8—this is fust 
one more  reason  Chevy's  | 
the car that's wanted for ail 
its worth. Stop  by your 
dealer's and see. The smart twitch tttvikt 'it Chety J 
More miles mre bmck in a gallon of regular-grade 
gas—up to 10% more—and Chevy's new Hi-Thrift 
6 engine puts them there. Itulso gives you more 
"git" in the speeds you drive the most. 
Here's an engine that always seems able to coax extra 
miles out of a tank of regular-grade gas. In fact, if you're 
one of those drivers who keep tab on things like gas 
mileage, you'll soon see for yourself that this new Hi- 
Thrift 6 gets up to 10% more miles a gallon. . . 
*    , '. •     . ,-•■"-■      - ~      '"'      '       - ■' •« 
Another thing you'll like about this 135-h.p. I is the 
flow—see the wirier selection of models et your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!  
that Gives 
more 
of Yourself 
ffr:'- that's your portrait, hi 
color if you wish. Your gift 
portrait says, more than any 
other gift,- "I'm thinking of 
! you.- If. the gift that's saost 
' treasured,  for  it',  the f* 
Wy you earn gfod 
Shutter's Studio 
MAIN 
PAUL 
PHONE' 29 
STRUT   OVER 
RICHMOND 
•. . 
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Broadway's "The Moat Happy Fel- 
la," three seasons back, ft Len- 
nie, and he turns- in a sensitive 
and warming interpretation." 
Lund, a native of Salt Lake City, 
Utah, and a graduate of Eastern 
in the class of 1937, had a spectac- 
ular collegiate athletic career dur- 
ing which he was voted to the 
little "All American" eleven. 
When he decided to capitalize on 
his voice rather than his physique, 
he sang with the Benny Goodman 
orchestra and a Downbeat poll 
rated him top band vocalist. 
-   r_ 
MEN   IN   SERVICE 
-Lt. J. D. Brock is attending 
flight school learning to fly small 
army planes in San Marcos, Tex- 
as. He was graduated in 1957 and 
was a member of the basketball 
team his four years at Eastern. 
Lt. and Mrs. Brock (Arline 
Black) have two daught ers, 
Cheryl, IVi, and Terri Sue, 2 
months. Th^ir address is Route 3, 
Box 143 in San Marcos. 
Connie Warren and Delia Warren 
won the Women's Doubles in Prog- 
ress Plng-Pong Tournament. Con- 
nie also won the Women's Singles. 
'■ 
Alumni News 
Mr. Robert A. (Hop)' Evans has 
accepted' a position this year in a 
new high school in Springfield, 
Va., 15 miles south of Washington, 
D. -C.. He is assistant football 
coach and head track coach. He 
had been teaching history at Fair- 
field High School, Hamilton, Ohio. 
Mr. Evans was graduated from 
Eastern in 1951 and received his 
M.A. degree in 1952. His new ad- 
dress is 6211 Hanover Avenue in 
Springfield. 
Mr. Bobby Ray Hickman, Madi- 
son, Term., BS chemistry, class of 
1958, has joined the researcb sec- 
tion of Mound Laboratory, an 
Atomic Energy Commission owned 
facility operated by "Monsanto 
Chemical Company at Miamis- 
burg, O. 
Mr. Bobby P. Lane is teaching 
commerce at Junction City in' 
Boyle County this year after being 
discharged from the service. He 
was a member of the class of 
1957. He is on the campus on 
Saturdays taking graduate work. 
His address is 468 West Broadway, 
Danville, Ky. 
Art Lund is appearing in the 
musical version of John Stein- 
beck's "Of Mice and Men," un- 
veiled the first of December in 
New York City. 
In   reviewing   the   off-Broadway 
musical and terming it-a.success, 
a   critic   wrote:   "Art   Lund, _re- 
*o^-n^bered. JPr .Wjy*-- *ip^°~ in 
^mm    1 1  
Lt. Ernest E. Rigrish is now 
aide de camp to the commanding 
general of EQ Corps Artillery at 
Ft. Hood, Texas. He is also a 
fixed wing aviator, having receiv- 
ed his wings at Ft. Rucker, Ala- 
bama in October, »57.\ Lt Rig* 
rish received his regular army 
commission in 1956 wttfle attend- 
ing Eastern. He has been in the 
service since his graduation in 
1956. He was a member of the 
football  team  while   in  school. 
Lt. arid Mrs. Rigrish with their 
two children live at 129 Carroll 
Drive, Walker Village, Killeen. 
Texas. Mrs. Rigrish was the 
former Annette R. Jeter, also a 
graduate in the class of-1954. 
Lt. James E. Caudill recently 
participated in a' field training 
exercise with the 38th Artillery in 
Darmstadt, Germany. An execu- 
tive officer in the artillery's Bat- 
tery A, Lt. Caudill entered the 
army in February 1956 after grad- 
uation from Eastern and arrived 
in Europe the following June. His 
wife, the former Janice Burton, 
Class of 1955, is with his in Ger- 
many. 
Junior Alumni 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Egnew 
announce the arrival of their sec- 
ond son on.Dec. 6. He has been- 
named Douglas Allen. 
Mr. Egnew was a W* graduate. 
He is now a member of Eastern's 
faculty in the • commerce depart- 
ment. Their address is 514 Baker 
Court in Richmond. 
Lt. and Mrs. Harold J. Fraley 
are the parents pf a baby daugh- 
ter, Lynn Anne, born on Nov. 5. 
Lynn Anne is jieihg welcomed by 
a brother, David Russell, 17 
months. 
Lt. Fraley is stationed in Num- 
bers, Germany? He entered the 
Army in April, 1956, and arrived 
in Germany the following January. 
Lt. and Mrs. Fraley were'both 
members of the 1956 class. Mrs. 
Fraley is the former Rosalyn Rus- 
sell. Fraley was on the basket- 
ball team. Their address" is Co. 
Cr 1st Battle Group, 16th Inf., 
APO 139, New York, N. Y. 
Their first child, -a son, was 
born to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. 
Sherwood on Sept. 21. He has been 
named Joel Thomas. 
Mrs. Sherwood (Johnnie M. Mor- 
gan) was graduated in 1982. Ad- 
dress: 2903 Meadow Lark Avenue, 
Louisville, Ky. 
Insure Yourself 
The recent fire in the stadium 
dormitory has emphasized the fact 
that students-should have insur- 
ance on their personal belongings 
such as clothing, books, etc. 
The College is not permitted by 
law-to carry insurance on property 
that is not owned by trie state. 
This means that when students 
lose their property in a fire on 
th« campus the loss,is a complete 
one unless the student himself has 
insurance. 
This is not a question of whe- 
ther the College wants to insure 
the students against loss in a fire. 
•It is wholly a question of not hav- 
ing any legal right to do what 
the College officials would like to 
do to protect students against 
such lessee. 
Student activity funds were used 
to pay a small percent of the loss 
in the recent fire, but there Is 
always a possibility? and even a 
probability, that there will be no 
fund available in the student ac- 
tivities account. 
KESSLER'S 
(Next to Begley's Drug) 
RICHMONDS  ONLY CUT  RATE  JEWELRY — 
SELLING  ONLY  NATIONALLY   ADVERTISED  MDSE. 
SPECIAL 10%  DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS 
RICHMOND,    KENTUCKY PHONE    1266 
DIXIE DRY CLEANERS 
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT IT'S FINEST! 
Altering      Sued© Cleaning      Pant* Pegging 
Repairing       Waterproofing       Sizing 
We have no agent working. Instead 
we give all students a special discount.. 
Phone 7 Free Delivery 
-'-• ■ E*H 
*■ 
They said it couIcWt 
mt     be dene... 
They said nobody 
could do it..* 
CD5fP1TTO 
Starts  FRIDAY! 
AVNTIE 
NAME' 
■MMMM 
ROSAUND 
TECHNIRAMA" 
TECHNICOLOR® 
. 
FORREST TUCKER »«i mm ■ m» u*. 
V. 
!        • 
• 
f 
Be® 
7? - 
■     : 
©19S9 Uurtt * Mm* TMMOO OB 
*£fM {s kindest to your taste,* says James Arness. "There are two 
good reasons why I know you'll like 'em. They're truly.tow in tar, with 
more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette." '    y 
LOW TAR: VM's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electro- 
statically, crosswise to the stream of smoke -. • makes tf M truly low in tar. 
MORE TASTE: IfH's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more, 
exciting taste than any other cigarette. 
LIVE MODERN... CHANGE TO MODERN M 
